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In 2011 a handbook for teachers was published on the subject severe  difficulties on mathematics 
and dyscalculia. This handbook was realized with funds of the Dutch Ministry of Culture and 
Education (OCW). The assignment of the Ministry was to first work on prevention of difficulties and if 
there are learning difficulties, then try to reduce and prevent further difficulties.   

As a follow up of the handbook, a diagnostic instrument was developed, based on the core ideas as 
described in the handbook. This was done in three steps. The first step was subject of a doctoral 
study and lead to a paper based version of the instrument. The study concerned the development of 
early mathematics in grade K1 - grade 3 (in Dutch grade 1-5).  The second step was the development 
of a digital version, which resulted in RD4. RD4 in English means: a diagnostic instrument for 
analyzing severe mathematics difficulties on 4 levels of Action Theory (Figure 1). This part was also 
funded by the Ministry of OCW.  Working with RD4 started in September 2016. After that, RD4 was 
further developed to grade 6 (in Dutch grade 8), again funded by the Ministry of OCW. 

 
 
Traditional standard tests on mathematics focus mainly on the proficiency of doing computations. 
This is the top level four of the Action Theory. This way of testing assumes the idea that the child 
understand mathematics, which is not always obvious. The development of mathematical concepts 
takes mainly place on the lower levels, starting from informal actions which cannot be tested by a 
standard test. With RD4 we try to analyze the children’s understanding of mathematics on the lower 
levels, together with proficiency on the top level. This is executed in individual interviews.  
The digital RD4 offers a matrix that horizontally follows the half year progress system according to 
the Dutch SLO curriculum and Cito standard tests through all levels of primary school. Vertically it 
lines out all subdomains of mathematics in primary education. Each cell in the matrix offers a set of 
items, based on the four levels of Action Theory. A navigator makes it possible to move top down and 
from left to right through the matrix, or the other way.  
The manual describes the way of doing the interview. In a first session the interviewer selects a 
starting level, based on the level of the standard test (Cito), and moves top down through that level. 
The navigator leads the interviewer to the first question in every cell. In a second session the 
interviewer selects a set of items based on the results of the first session, and asks the prescribed 
questions in an adaptive way horizontally by moving the navigator to left and/or right, up to the 
highest level the child can achieve. The questions are open, the interviewer asks the child to tell its 
way of reasoning and doing the computations, but the answers can only be right or wrong.  
The interviewer selects the final score and at the same time, the program marks the same score in 
color in the matrix. In the end of the interview the matrix shows the achieved profile of the child in 
four colors. This is a qualitative result. Based on the profile, teachers can finetune their mathematics 
instruction to the development of the child. The total interview may take about 1,5 hour, depending 
on the difficulties the child shows, the grade (e.g. E4) and the starting level. 

 



The matrix RD4  

In RD4 the colors were changed to red, orange, yellow and green, respectively level 1,2,3,4. This was 
done to get a better colored profile in the end. The color grey means ‘no result’. 

The matrix shows the result (profile) of a diagnostic interview with a child in grade E4. Starting level 
was E3. The profile enables the teacher to finetune mathematics instruction to the development of 
the child. 

 


